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Abatraet-A nonlinear theory of plates and shells based on only one consistent kinematical approximation 
is employed to investigate finite strain and large deformation structural problems. The kinematics, 
expanded with respect to the thickness parameter, include consistently and adequately higher-order terms 
to allow fibers initially straight to deform nonlinearly in the large deformation range. A full Lagrangean 
formulation is considered. Starting from a three-dimensional principle of virtual work, the equilibrium 
equations and the resultant stresses of the shell together with their incremental form are derived employing 
an incremental constitutive relation valid for a wide class of rate-independent material. And, to assess the 
accuracy of the theory adopted, some boundary value problems are solved using a proposed hyperelastic 
material to model the constitutive behavior of a semi-infinite plate. The analytical and numerical (finite 
element method) results show good agreements between the exact and the approximate theories. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Finite strain and large deformation problems are 
studied employing a theory of plates and shells based 
on only one consistent kinematical approximation. 
Of particular interest are applications, such as in 
metal forming, which often result in large curvatures 
and significant shear effects. Higher-order terms in 
the displacement quantities are thus included in the 
formulation to properly account for realistic non- 
linear behavior for thin and thick solids. 
Based on a full Lagrangean description, an in- 
crementally linear constitutive relation, well suited 
for the finite element method, is presented. This 
constitutive law is valid for a broad class of nonlinear 
materials such as: hyperelastic, hypoelastic as well as 
rate-independent elastic-plastic materials. In particu- 
lar, a specific hyperelastic material function satisfying 
the growth and the ellipticity conditions is proposed 
and used in the numerical applications. In these cases 
the higher-order terms in the kinematics become 
significant especially when large strains and large 
deformations are considered. 
Aside from the investigations developed using the 
Kirchhoff-Love [l] and Mindlin-Reissner [2,3] ap 
proximations very few attempts were made to analyse 
nonlinear boundary value problems employing shell 
theories which include adequately in-plane and out- 
of-plane deformation effects. In the context of small 
strain, it is worth mentioning the contributions of 
Sanders (41, Koiter [Sl and Budiansky [6], who have 
promoted nonlinear theory of elastic shells. Whereas 
in the general field of nonlinear plate and shell 
theories in which the displacements are expanded into 
power series with respect to the thickness parameter, 
we note the works of Naghdi [7l, Yokoo and 
Matsunaga [8] and Antman [9]. And for accounts of 
various theories of shells the reader is referred to the 
work of Naghdi [fl and the associated references. 
In spite of the progress in the derivation of non- 
linear theories of plates and shells, very little effort 
has been focused on solving nonlinear boundary 
value problems. However, certain efforts on the nu- 
merical sides are noteworthy. Indeed, a large number 
of papers have been guided towards developing the 
so-called “degenerate” finite elements for nonlinear 
shell analyses (see Refs [lo] and 1111). 
scope 
This paper starts with the introduction of the 
kinematics. The equilibrium equations and the stress 
resultants are then derived from the full Lagrangean 
three-dimensional virtual work principle using the 
general form of the kinematical assumption adopted 
in this work. As to the stress-strain relation, a 
constitutive equation valid for a broad class of in- 
crementally linear materials is employed. Also, a 
strain energy density function for rubber-like materi- 
als is proposed. The hyperelastic material exhibits 
quite good behavior even at fairly large strains. 
To illustrate the effectiveness of the theory various 
sample solutions are presented. And in particular a 
&rite strain pure bending problem for a semi-infinite 
plate is investigated analytically. Numerically, the 
finite element method is employed to compare the 
exact and the approximate theory for a plate subjec- 
ted to a transversely distributed load and a shear load 
respectively. 
The results show good agreement between the 
exact and the shell theory. Two higher-order cases are 
considered, namely displacement models in which 
terms up to second order and then up to third order 
of the thickness parameter are included. It is observed 
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Fig. t. Shell body in the undefomned co&uration. 
that the increase of one additional term in the 
kinematics leads to a fast convergency. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
SHELL THEORY 
Within the context of finite continuum mechanics 
and using a Lagrangean approach, a nonlinear shell 
theory is presented based on a consistent kinematical 
assumption. The theory is valid for she& of arbitrary 
geometry and for a broad class of constitutive laws. 
The tw~mensioM1 shell equations are to be consis- 
tently derived from the principle of virtual work of a 
three-dimensional continuum using a consistent 
higher-order kinematical assumption, thus avoiding 
the contradictions present in classical shell theories. 
Theory 
Consider a shell for which the convected CO- 
ordinates [CL, erjor and <3~[h,,h2] such that I’ 
represents the reference surface of the shell and c3 
denotes the co-ordinate in the thickness direction 
bounded by the shell upper surface Q, and lower 
surface Q_, let aiso 4 denote the lateral surface 
boundary of the shell (see Fig. if. 
Assuming that the current position vector p, the 
reference position vector P and the displacement of 
a material point U to be adequately smooth function 
of their arguments, we adopt the following kine- 
matical approximationt: 
(2.1) 
where the integer R 2 2 and f, are the Legendre 
polynomials in [h,, /rr]. Also noting that f. = 1 we 
define the following surface quantities at t3 = 0 
Do=R &=r U,=U (2.2) 
which represent the reference position vector, the 
current position vector and the displacement vector 
of an arbitrary point in r, respectively. The vectors 
d,, D, are sometimes called in the literature director 
vectors for the shell (see, for example, Naghdi [q). 
From eqns (2.1) and (2.2) one may form the 
covariant basis vectors g, and Gi in the current and 
reference states respectively 
g = adat, ~~ = a Play,. (2.3 
A deformed do and an undeformed dQ volume 
element in the three-dimensional space are given by 
do =glrrde’de2de3; g”r=(g, x g,*g,) (2.4) 
dR=G’nd{‘dt2d{‘; G1’r=(G, x G,-G,). (2.5) 
At this point and without loss of generality it is 
also assumed that 
g’” > 0 G’” > 0; (2.6) 
the above conditions ensure the physically motivated 
requirement that the mappings (c’, e*, e3; r)-+p are 
everywhere one to one and orientation preserving. 
The volume change of a material element from the 
reference to the current configuration is given bS 
J=dw/dn= J(g/G), (2.7) 
where J is the Jacobian determinant of the trans- 
formation P-*p. 
To this end some p~~rniM~ kinematics for the 
~defo~~ and deformed reference surfaces will be 
established in accordance to eqns (2.1) and (2.2). 
The reference surface covariant base vectors are, in 
the current and reference configurations respectively, 
given by 
(2.8) 
t Upper case letters arc utilized to denote quantities in the 
reference configuration and the lower case ones for the 
current configuration. 
The normal current and reference base vectors are 
easily found to be 
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a3 = a, x a2 A, = A’ = (A, x Ar)/]Ar x A*], (2.9) 
where As (A3) is normalized. The metric tensors of the 
deformed (aos) and undeformed (AJ surfaces at 
t = 0 together with their respective inverses are 
a*aB=a, a”*ab=a@ 
&.A,= A, A”.Afi = Ad. (2.10) 
For later reference, we record the following im- 
por’ant relations: 
A,;A, = -P,, (2.11) 
.#=f*=f<L#+*:> 
1= ##o: - a;& , (2.12) 
where 1, is the second fundamental form of the 
reference surface and X’ and I in eqn (2.12) are two 
invariants: the mean curvature and the Gaussian 
curvature respectively. 
The complete set of the reference surface kine- 
matics requires the determination of the Christoffel 
symbols (employed in covariant differentiation), 
which can be defined using the metric tensors given 
in eqn (2.10). For a detailed discussion one may refer 
to the textbook of Green and Zema [12]. 
In the reference state, and without loss of gener- 
ality, one can conveniently parametrixe the shell in a 
way that the position vector P in eqn (2.1) in the 
initial con6guration can be written as? 
P=R+{D,, (2.13) 
where D, = A, and A, is the basis vector normal to 
the surface f. From eqns (2.3), (2.8X2.13), and 
taking into account that D, = A, the following re- 
lations are derived: 
G”fi = p;&A~ (2.14) 
I= det@) = J(G/A) = 1 - 2.#‘{ + (t)*B, 
in which H and I are detined in eqn (2.12) QJ{ is 
often called “shifter” or “translator”). 
An important relation for the reference volume 
element dR can be established from eqns (2.5) and 
(2.14), namely, 
dQ =@ “*d<’ de2dC3; A = det(A,). (2.15) 
Equilibrium equations of shells 
Starting from the three-dimensional principle of 
virtual work, and employing the kinematical approx- 
t For convenience, we shall often use t instead of e’. 
imation eqn (2.1) introduced in the previous sub- 
section, the equilibrium equations of the shell theory 
will be derived. 
Denoting the 6rst Piola-Kirchhoff stress by T, the 
pseudo-stress vector by t, the body force by B and the 
deformation gradient by F, the principle of virtual 
work for the three-dimensional solid shell of volume 
R and surface dR is 
s n 
T..~F~=~~t.~~~+~“B.~~~, (2.16) 
in which Xl= aR+ UdR_ Uaq. The first 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor T can be written in 
terms of the pseudo-traction vector T’ in the follow- 
ing manner: 
T = G,T’. (2.17) 
Using eqn (2.3) the deformation gradient can be 
represented by 
F = g,G*, (2.18) 
also t is related to the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress as’ 
t=NaT on XI, (2.19) 
with N denoting the normal vector to the body 
surface dR in the initial configuration. 
Substituting eqns (2.1) and (2.17) into (2.16) the 
internal virtual work becomes 
I 
T..GFdSl= i 
n I ,-a r 
x {M;.W,.,, + m,.SU,} dT, (2.20) 
where the quantities M: and m, introduced are re- 




M”- I- T’?S,p dC m,= 
hl I 
k 
Ty;p d<. (2.21) 
hl 
The component form of qns (2.21) are given in 
Appendix A. Now, the surface traction in qn (2.16) 
is to be expanded. Considering the top and bottom 
surfaces first, we find 
s q,.sU,dI’, (2.22) &I+ urn- 
with 
and the scalar quantity w is introduced to take into 
account the possibility of a variable thickness. Sup 
posing that hi and hr denote the thickness variables 
function of {” then 
(2.23) 
Now the integral that contributes to the tractions 
an the lateral surfaces is to be evaluated knowing that 
N, and N” are the covariant and the contravariant 
components respectively of the outward normal vec- 
tor to the surface art,. Clearly Iv, is in general 
function oi the parameters <! In addition, the out- 
ward normaI vector to the boundary Q, at f = 0 is 
designated by % = N[{ *_ ef, 0) Therefore, the surface 
term on dQ can be written as 
J (t;SU,)&, (2.24) an. 
WhUX 
where 
It is now an easy task to determine the equil&rium 
equations and the boundary conditiuns. Making use 
of eqns (2.19H2.25) and taking into consideration 
the divergence theorem, we deduce the following 
equifibrium equations for the proposed shell theory: 
A*M,+B,+q,=m, on r 
0 s; F Is: R (2.26) 
M;v’=t, on W, 
wbiie A = A”(I?/c?~“). It is interesting to note that the 
latter equations are quite similar to the one derived 
previously by Naghdi iq; however, eqns (2.26) are 
formulated on the basis of a full Lagrangean descrip- 
tion. 
Our attention is subsequently turned to the deri- 
vation of the constitutive equations for the sheli 
theory. At first, a genera1 type of three-dimensional 
equation is given which can be utilized for a broad 
class of solids, namely, the class of incrementally 
linear materials; this class contains as special sub- 
cases: hypcrelastic (or Green-elastic) and hypoelastic 
materials. 
Thus, the three-dimensional constitutive relation 
for the incremen~ly Iincar material is 
?r=Ii:P, (2.27) 
in which the incremental moduii tensor H is a fourth* 
order tensor which, in general, depends on current 
stress and deformation state as well as internal vari- 
ables. It is also noted that the analysis is based on an 
isothermal behavior, 
For the two-dimensional constitutive laws of the 
sheII theory, the increments of the stress resultants 
defined in eqn (2.2 I) become 
h+= 
s 
‘*G de r$ = %sxlf 65, {2*2$) 
A1 J h 
which can be expanded in terms of the contravariant 
components of the first Viola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 
yielding, in view of eqns (2.27) and (2.28) 
in which the following notations are introduced 
C&- A,*$, and && = Ai-6. 
The quantities 4+* are not the increments of any 
strain quantity. In a more compact form, the expres- 
sions in eqn (2.29) can be rewritten as 
where 
with (i) denoting the derivative with respect to e for 
i = 3 on&. Now, the above components are estab 
lished in a convenient and simplified form suitable for 
implementation in the finite element scheme. Indeed, 
the two-dimensional incremental moduli S’:$’ are irr* 
dependent of the rate of the displacement vectors U,. 
As to the fourth-order tensor of the three- 
dimensional moduli W entering in cqn (2.313, it is 
taken with respect to a mixed type of basis, namely: 
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H = Zf’@‘G,&&G,, (2.32) 
using the results just obtained, eqns (2.31) become 
J@$= 
i 
:/:xo(A’g,,,) H”““‘~~A~~ de. (2.33) 
It is of interest to note that for the particular case 
of the existence of a strain energy function Wallows 
one to obtain 
W/.t dC; (2.34) 
expression !I’ may simply be called the surface energy 
density of the shell. 
In component form the constitutive eqns (2.34) 
become 
(2.35) 
In addition, the two-dimensional incremental mod- 
uli given in eqn (2.33) can simply be rewritten explic- 
itly in function of !P as 
(2.36) 
Material models employed 
The existence of a strain energy density function W 
pex unit undeformed volume is considered for an 
isotropic material; thereby, we have 
W(F) 5 W(C) = W(1, II, J), (2.37) 
in which C is the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor, 
Viz. 
C = FT.F. (2.38) 
Also I and II are the first and second invariants of 
C and the invariant J already given in eqn (2.7) can 
be defined in function of the third invariant III of C 
as 
J = $11. (2.39) 
Now, we propose two different types of hyper- 
elastic materials. Indeed, for realistic behavior, two 
particular mathematical conditions are of interest: 
the energy growth condition, and the ellipticity condi- 
tions. An extensive development of the latter argu- 
ment is reviewed by Knowles and Stemberg [ 13) in a 
series of papers. 
The growth condition is a physically reasonable 
requirement given that it states the imposition of an 
infinite amount of energy to reduce a body volume to 
null. By requiring the material to be always elliptic, 
we avoid the occurrence of a shear band type of 
instability. 
(a) The first model proposed has the following 
form: 
and 




=S 1_2v and B=$- 1-2v 
P =&. (2.41) 
where E is Young’s modulus, v is Poisson’s ratio and 
ji is the shear modulus. The quantities A and B are 
computed on the grounds that for small strains 
d2W/aEdE leads to the standard plane strain two- 
dimensional elastic moduli defined within the context 
of linear theory. Obviously the growth condition is 
not met. This function is to be used for the analytical 
pure bending problem presented in the next section. 
It is also noted that the reason for employing this 
material is its analytical simplicity. 
(b) The second strain energy function is 
W--A{-LnJ+J-l)+B(f-W), (2.42) 
where 
A =z+ji B-/i/2, (2.43) 
where 1, p are the Lami constants of linear elasticity. 
It can be shown that for small strains this material 
is a linearly elastic one with Lame constants 1 and ji. 
It is also not difficult to see that for J+O then 
W-+co. In addition, in the limit when v approaches 
l/2 the Mooney Bivlin type of material behavior is 
exhibited. Employing the ellipticity condition, we find 
that the strain energy density in eqns (2.42H2.43) 
meets the requirement of strong ellipticity [13]. Fur- 
thermore, it is noted that similar types of material 
were also presented by Ogden [14] and Oden [IS]. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Our goal subsequently is to establish analytical and 
numerical comparisons between the shell theory out- 
lined previously and exact theories using the simplest 
possible problems. 
Finite strain pure bending of a plate 
In the case of finite strain, we find that the simplest 
meaningful problem that can be solved analytically is 
the case of a plate in pure bending (see Ref. [ 161). The 
position vector of a generic point of the deformed 
shell is described by 
P = r +Jld, +f$L (3.1) 
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(a) 
Fig. 2. (a) Undeformed plate and (b) deformed plate subjected to pure bending. 
wheref, and fi are the Legendre polynomials of order 
1 and 2 respectively. The importance of the afore- 
mentioned theory relies on the absence of the con- 
tradiction that arises due to the Kirchhoff-Love 
assumptions in shells. (Note that the exact pure 
bending problem using the same material is solved in 
Appendix B.) In the context of linear theories, it is 
worth mentioning that Hilderbrand ef al. [17] pro- 
posed similar assumptions to the one in eqn (3.1). 
In the undeformed configuration, the body n is a 
semi-infinite flat plate bounded by the planes 
{‘=X=0, X=1 and { = *!I. The plate is then 
deformed into a portion of a cylinder bounded by 
curvedsurfacesr(h)= R, andr(-h)= R_ asshown 
in Fig. 2; henceforth, the position vector in the 
deformed state is 
P(X 0 = e(Wr(C). (3.2) 
where e(X) represents the unit vector as 
e(X) = sin(e)e, + cos(@)e, 8 = 1, x (3.3) 
with 4 denoting the radius of curvature of the 
unstretched plate fibers at the current configuration. 
In accordance with the kinematical assumption 
adopted in eqn (3.1) we have 
r(z) = R +f,(z)d +f2(z)b z = C/h, (3.4) 
where R = 4 + b/2 and R, d and b denote the 
magnitudes of 4 + dz/2, d, and dz respectively. Also 
the radius of curvature R describes a surface for 
which fibers outside this surface are in extension and 
those inside are in compression at an instantaneous 
stage of deformation, whereas R is merely the 
curvature at C = I = 0. 
The second Piola-Kirchhoff stresses for a hyper- 




where W is defined in eqn (2.40) and in the case of 
a plane strain condition the two invariants are 
I =g,, +g,, 11 =iTllg,,. (3.6) 
From eqns (3.2)-(3.6) the stress components be- 
come 
7+=2{2A(&,-gJ,)+B(l -g,,)) 
~‘3=212~~,,-g,~)+g(1 -g,,)). (3.7) 
Now, noting that the basis vectors are given by 
A, = ei, and using the expressions in eqns (A.l) and 












’ f: P(g,.e,) dz 
-I 
rn: = f; T”(g,.e,) dz. (3.8) 
Referring to eqn (A.4) and ignoring body forces 
and surface tractions the fundamental equations for 
the plane strain pure bending problem are 
awl 




r =o, 1,2; (3.9) 
employing the relations in eqns (3.4H3.8) and substi- 
tuting the results into eqn (3.9) the following three 
equilibrium equations are derived: 
+ 2.4 
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Fig. 3. Displacement vs thickness. 
d,=O r =O, 1,2, 
in which the following notations are introduced: 
R=l/R IC=I/R $=I d,=d/R 
d, = b/R, (3.10) 
and where A and B are defined in eqn (2.41). 
The displacement and stress distributions are ob- 
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Fig. 4. Stress vs thickness. Fig. 5. Moment curvature relation for pure bending. 
imate theories. The analysis was carried out with 
Poisson’s ratio taken to be equal to 0.3. The solution 
for the unknowns R, d and b (as function of &) was 
found using an incremental Newton-Raphson pro- 
cedure. 
Thereafter, displacements, axial stresses and ben- 
ding moments were obtained for small curvatures and 
for large curvatures and large strains (see Figs 3-S). 
For the small curvature case the agreements were 
very good vis-b-vis the classical theory leading to a 
maximum difference of the order 0(10m6). 
The non-dimensionalized distance of a material 
point from the unstretched fiber [r(t) - RI/h vs z of 
the exact and approximate solutions are plotted in 
Fig. 3. The distributions are obtained for Z& = 0.05, 
0.25 and 0.7 respectively. The results reveal good 
agreement to such an extent that the solutions look 
identical graphically at low curvatures. Even at very 
high curvature, r$ = 0.7 (Fig. 3), where strains are 
finite, the analytical outcome shows a percentage of 
error of 0.1% at the extreme fibers. The relevance of 
these results is very encouraging with regard to the 
kinematical assumption adopted here. 
Also, the axial Cauchy stress distributions for the 
same curvature are plotted in Fig. 4 vs the non- 
dimensionalized position variable z = t/h. At curva- 
ture gk = 0.05 no difference is observed graphically 
and a maximum of 0.3% error is found from the 
exact solution. With increasing curvatures such as 
26 = 0.25 and 0.7’the difference in error percentage 
gradually increases. However, it is noted that even at 
fairly high curvature (i.e. fi = 0.7) the maximum 
error is about 1.1%. 
Finally, in Fig. 5 the plotted bending moments 
iU/Eh? vs the normalized curvature of the un- 
stretched fibers reveal that the approximate theory 
(dashed lines) overestimates the exact one by a rather 
small amount. It is shown that a mere 2.8% discrep- 
ancy in the bending moment is noticed at high strain 
level where ZG = 0.7. 
- 
ah 
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However, it is noted that for Poisson’s ratio greater 
than 0.45 the discrepancies between the exact and the 
approximate theories become larger. (It is thus noted 
that nearly incompressible materials are to be in- 
vestigated in further work.) 
Overall the results obtained with the shell theory in 
this section are consistent with the order of approxi- 
mation utilized and represent adequately the defor- 
mation of the plates considered here in comparison 
with the exact solution given in Appendix B for the 
finite strain pure bending case. 
As a next step, the finite element is utilized to solve 
more complex finite strain problems. 
Finite element formulation for shells 
Let us consider a shell or a plate embedded in a 
three-dimensional Euclidean space and bounded by 
the surfaces r =h+(C’,r*) and e =/r_(r’,c2). Let 
the surface r at C = 0 of the body be spanned by the 
reference base vectors. Then the incremental form of 
the principle of virtual work in the absence of the 
lateral surface traction and in accordance to eqn 
(2.1) is 
in which nif and riz: are the incremental stress 
resultants given in eqns (2.28) or (2.29), and 41 and 
& are the incremental assigned forces expressed in 
eqns (2.22) and (2.25) respectively. 
The problems are solved iteratively employing a 
Newton-Raphson procedure. And to prevent the 
solution from deviating from the true ~~lib~~ 
solution, correction terms are included on the right- 
hand side of the just stated equation. 
It is noted that the discretization procedure adop- 
ted is canonical and for a detailed description in the 
application to nonlinear continua one may refer to 
Oden’s book [18], Zienkiewicz’s [19] or to any stan- 
dard finite element textbook. 
Fig. 6. 
The solutions of the problems considered sub- 
sequently are obtained by using on one hand the 
finite element method based on the shell equations 
aforementioned and on the other hand by applying 
the finite element procedure to the exact equations of 
elasticity. 
Two-node elements were utilized to discretize the 
semi-infinite plate investigated based on the shell 
theory. And to compare the results, the exact finite 
element discretixation is made utilizing bilinear ele- 
ments. The finite element methods laid out in the 
present work are based on the isoparamet~c formu- 
lation. 
For the hyperelastic material given in eqn (2.42), 
examples were solved, namely: 
Case I. The clamped plate subjected to a uniform 
transverse load q is investigated where the total 
length is taken to he first L/h = 10 and then L/h = 40 
(Fig. 6). 
Case II. The clamped plate is acted upon by a 
linearly distributed shear load and the length mea- 
sures are the same as above. 
In both eases Poisson’s ratio is taken to be equal 
to v = 0.24. It is noted that all quantities entering in 
the finite element solution process are non- 
dimensionalixed. 
The kinematical terms 4, for r = 0, 1,2 and r = 0, 
1, 2, 3 are employed successively for the thick and 
thin plate problems.’ 
Let us Brst investigate the thick plate for case I. It 
is noted first that all quantities plotted are non- 
dimensionalized. In Fig. 7, the normal stresses S” are 
plotted at X = t/2.0 for r ranging from 0 to 2 and 
from 0 to 3 successively. We can see that for this 
particular thick structure the exact (solid texture) and 
the approximate (dashed texture) curves overlap 
fairly well. It is also important to realize that at 
X = 0.0 the normal strain reaches a maximum level 
of 163%. The curves for the stresses present a 
discrepancy of the order of 1.5% when the case for 
r = 0, 1, 2 is considered, whereas for r = 0, 3, the 
differences are almost null. The latter observations 
(b) 
Geometry and loading condition of the plate. (a) Uniformly distributed transverse load and (b) 
linearly distributed shear load. 
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show that the series in (2.1) converges quite rapidly. 
Noteworthy is the fact that the stresses and the 
strains of the same case and same properties present 
similar accuracy. 
Also for the thin case where L/H = 40, we have 
recorded the results in Fig. 8 where the maximum 
strain level is 50% at mid-section. The differences 
between the exact and the approximate solutions are 
merely noted to be reduced to almost null. It is of 
great significance to note that the strains at the wall 
attain a maximum level of 250%. Although the just 
mentioned value represents an extremely high strain 
level, the results are surprisingly good and consistent 
with the kinematical assumption adopted in the 
present work. 
Finite strain and large deformation problems are 
also analyzed for case II. Shear effect in finite analyses 
is important, as, for example, rigid punch problems 
often require a careful consideration of shearing 
deformations. Thus, the plate acted upon by a shear 
load is investigated and the results are recorded for 
thecasewhereL/H=lOandr=O, 1,2andr=O, 
1, 2, 3 respectively in plots 9 and 10. 
The normal stress and strain in the l-direction 
exhibit a maximum of 3.5% error when R = 2. 
However, for the higher order case the discrepancy is 
negligibly small. Now, the approximate shear stress 
S’* curve does show a bad comparison with the exact 
one; this is also true for the normal stress in the 
{-direction. The latter results are partly due to the 
fact that the stresses’ quantities in the thickness 
direction involve dominantly the metric g,. When the 
higher-order terms (i.e. r = 0, 1, 2, 3 or R = 3) are 
considered, the stresses show results that are consid- 
erably improved. And of particular importance is the 
behavior of the shear stress curves in Fig. 10, which 
show adequate agreement. The latter observations 
again show a surprisingly fast convergence behavior 
of the series in eqn (2.1). 
For the thin plate, we note that the stresses S” and 
S” exhibit better results than previously noted for the 
thick plate when r = 0, 1, 2. It is interesting to note 
that the shear stress S’* and the normal one S” are 
nonlinear. This is of significant interest given that the 
classical theories neglect the latter quantities. Even 
for thin plates we can ascertain from the above 
observations that normal and shear stresses in the 
r-direction cannot be ignored by fear of leading to 
significant discrepancies. 
For the sake of obtaining’ more physical insight, 
the undeformed and deformed shapes of the various 
plates are presented subsequently in Figs 1 l-14 (half 
of the plate is considered). 
Case I is presented in Fig. 11 for the thick plate, 
and in Fig. 12 for the thin case. It is clear in the 
subsequent figures that fibers originally normal to the 
undeformed plate middle surface are neither normal 
nor straight in the deformed configurations. The 
latter observations are especially noticeable at the 
clamped end where the strain level is of the order of 
163%. Interestingly, we see that the cross-sectional 
fibers are deformed nonlinearly. 
It is also of particular relevance to note that even 
at one fiber away (see figures) from the wall the slope 
is not zero as would be the case if Kirchhoff’s 
assumptions were utilized. Now, the discrepancies are 
rather minor for the thick and the thin cases. It is 
worth noting that for case I, in the thin case, the 
transverse displacements at midspan are as high as 
approximately 11 times the intial total thickness and 
for case II (Fig. 14) the transverse displacements are 
5 times 2H. 
Thus, for such high strain and displacement mag- 
nitudes the results are overall fairly encouraging. 
Indeed, the non-normality condition observed in the 
figures conforms to a realistic plate model undergoing 
large deformations. 
4. CONCLUSION 
Based on only one consistent high-order kine- 
matical approximation a nonlinear shell theory is 
presented and facilitates incrementally linear consti- 
tutive relations including material and geometrical 
nonlinearity. Of special interest in this paper are 
applications using hyperelastic materials exhibiting 
finite strains and large deformations. 
To assess the accuracy of the theory, analytical and 
numerical applications within the nonlinear context 
are studied. A simple finite pure bending problem is 
solved analytically using this approximate theory and 
is compared with the exact solution. The results show 
that good agreements exist between the theories even 
at fairly high curvatures. 
Also, the finite element method is employed to 
solve more complex problems in which shear and 
normal effects are important and in particular two 
cases are considered: a semi-infinite plate subjected 
respectively to a uniformly distributed transverse 
load and a linearly varying shear load at the top 
surface. An exact finite element analysis is employed 
to compare our results via the theory proposed. The 
outcome reveals that the stresses and the strains agree 
quite well especially for the quantities in the plane of 
the plate. As to the shear and the normal stresses in 
the thickness direction, some discrepancies arise and 
are reduced significantly when the parameter R in- 
creases from 2 to 3. In the latter case the differences 
for the stresses are almost null when the thin plate is 
considered even at high strain. 
The displacements are plotted and show that in all 
cases the approximate theory compares adequately 
with the exact theory. The deformed shapes of the 
plates reveal clearly that the cross-sectional fibers are 
not straight and hence emphasize the importance of 
the higher-order terms in the kinematics. 
All in all the results are very encouraging; never- 
theless, additional investigation will prove quite use- 
ful. 
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APPENDIX A 
Componenr form of the stress resuhanrs, loaa!s and equi- 
librium equations 
The component form of the stress resultants eqn (2.21) are 
obtained by noting that M; and m, are quantities defined 
with respect to the reference surface bases, thus 
My= 
s 
+‘f,‘P.A$ dt rnt = ‘hf,T’.A’p dt, (A.1) 
-h s -k 
in which the pseudo-traction vector T can be written in 
terms of the contravariant components of the first 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress defined as 
T’= T$. (A.2) 
Taking into account eqns (2.22), (2.24) and (2.25) the 
component forms of the surface loads, traction vectors and 
body forces defined in F become 
s 
+h 




Bf_; f,(B*& dC. (A.3) 
-h 
The equilibrium equations for shells and plates in com- 
ponent form can be derived by utilizing eqns (A.1). (A.3) 
and (2.26), namely: 
and the index t ranges from 0 to R, where R is tinite. 
In the above equations, a vertical stroke (1) implies 
covariant differentiation with respect to the reference sur- 
face metric A,. It is also recalled that the mixed form 
expressions 4 are given by the relation in eqn (2.11). Now, 
at the boundaries the second of eqns (2.26) may be specified 
in component form as 
M$ =: I a I! M:‘v,= rz on af. (A.9 
Substituting (A. &o-(.3) into (A.4), one obtains a set of 
differenti~ equations for plates and shells with 4 as MI- 
knowns. The solutions may be obtained by applying the 
boundary conditions eqn (A.5). It is important to teal& 
that eqns (A.4) and (A.5) are exact within the context of the 
present shell theory. 
APPENDIX B 
Exact analytical solution of the pure plate bending 
In order to compare our results obtained analytically via 
the shell theory to the plane strain pure bending plate 
problem exposed previously, the exact solutions to the same 
problem are presented subsequently. Plane polar co- 
ordinates (i.e. C: ’ = 8 and r3 = r) are adopted subsequently. 
It is clear that theoretically in pure bending problems no 
shearing modes are present; therefore, the principal stresses 
act in the radial and ~~urnfe~tial dimctions. Let the 
stretch ratio 1, and 1, be defined as 
A, = ri’r I, f $ = r*, 
with r? given in eqn (3.10) and r =r(t). Note that l/rZ 
denotes the radius of curvature of the currently unstretched 
fibers. 
In view of the principle stretch ratio given in cqn (B.1) the 
invariants de6ned in eqn (3.6) for a plane strain case become 
I==a:+I: II=r:l: 9 
and the principal Cauchy stresses are 
(B.2) 
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Employing eqn~ (B.6), (B.7), (2.40) and (2.41) the exact 
(B.3) solution of the pure plate bending problem may be ob 
tained, namely: 
Hence, using the expressions given in eqns (B.2) and (B.3), 
the principal stresses are found to be I?(( +h)=- ; 
I 
1 {KY, P)}-“’ dY 
a,=2~[2A(~:--1:)+B(l--1:)] Y = (a$- 1, --lc SY <PC, 
a,=2~[2A(1:-1:)+B(l-a:)], (B.4) 
where the functionalfis defined by 
and the nontrivial equilibrium equation is recorded as 
fCv.P)=Cv+l){2‘4OI+l)+BY 
+ {4[2A (Y + 1) + By]’ - 3B(4A + B)(Y* - $)}“*}/6A 
(B.5) and p is evaluated from 
in which the chain rule was employed. 
Substituting eqn (B. 1) into (B.4) and the results in (B.5) 
the following differential equation is obtained: 
{ 34 (r’)’ + (r’)2[B - (Er )2(24 + b)] 
- @@)7/t (a)2 + B]}’ = 0, (8.6) 
and the boundary conditions lead to 
a,=0 att=fh, 
or using eqns (B.1) and (B.4)? we arrive at 
2_4[(r’)_]* = (2A + B)(IZR_)~ -B 
2A[(r’)+12=(2A +B)(tR+)2-B 
at < = -h and r = +h respectively. 
(B.7) 
2Eh 2 
2 LfcV> r)l-“2dy. 
P 
The result just mentioned constitutes a nonlinear equa- 
tion in the parameter p. A simple bisection method was 
utilized to solve the unknown. However, to evaluate the 
integral, the interval (-p, p) was subdivided into 40 subin- 
tervals and a four-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature was 
used to calculate each subinterval integral. Within a few 
iterations convergency was achieved. 
Finally, the exact bending moment is given as 
M= a,(r - I?) dr, 
in which we recall that R is defined as the current radius of 
curvature of the current unstretched fibers of the plate. 
